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Purpose
A large part of my ethnic identity is food tradition and preparation. Growing up, I was
privileged to have access to nutritious home cooked meals, high in fiber and low in saturated fats,
and access to perform physical activity in a stable environment and community. As a child of
immigrants living in an urbanized society largely dominated by automated occupations and
increased use of motorized vehicles, it did not take long for me to realize the impact of a bicultural
existence on my diet and physical health. Rapid acculturation and adoption of Western dietary
habits began to change my preferences in acquiring and preparing foods. Therefore, to further
understand the importance of nutritional diet on physical and brain health, the goal of my research
is to examine the negative effects of high-fat diet on physical health and mental functioning as
aging progresses.
1. Introduction – Human Studies
1.1 Human Physical Health
Obesity illustrates a serious physical threat to citizens in that it has reached epidemic
proportions and predisposes individuals to the leading causes of death in the United States
including diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, and cancers (Wang et al., 2011). According to the
World Health Organization, its prevalence is increasing, with more than 1.9 billion adults aged 18
and older identified as overweight, and of these, 650 million adults recognized as obese,
comprising 13% of the world’s adult population (“Obesity and overweight,” 2020). Importantly,
its prevalence among American adults is expected to reach 25% by the year 2030 and any health
risks associated with unhealthy diets are likely to become even greater in the future (Wang et al.,
2011). Within the past century, diet has seen astounding increases in the amounts of sugars and
fats consumed in developed countries. These increases correlate with rising obesity rates. For
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example, human consumption of high-fat diet (HFD) is associated with increased risk of intestinal
disease and a 136% increase in body fat (Guyenet & Carlson, 2015; Michielan & D’Incà, 2015).
Our modern environment fosters behaviors that contribute to obesity; it is characterized by an
endless supply of convenient, inexpensive, highly palatable, energy-dense foods, coupled with a
lifestyle requiring low levels of physical activity for subsistence. Simply stated, obesity arises
when energy intake exceeds energy expenditure. Therefore, there is a critical need to investigate
the negative consequences of HFD consumption.
1.2 Human Cognitive Health
Obesity is also associated with poorer cognitive functioning. Studies of obese adults aged
19-65 found associations between obesity and low cognitive performance (Smith et al., 2011). In
human epidemiological studies, it has been shown that HFD intake containing saturated, and
omega-6 fatty acids is associated with worse performance on a cognitive task whereas a lower fat
diet containing omega-3 fatty acids is associated with a protective effect against cognitive decline
(Zhang et al., 2006; Uranga et al., 2010). HFD and those that lack proper vitamins and minerals
can worsen the course of age-related cognitive decline due to nutrient deficiencies (Dye et al.,
2000). More specifically, obesity affects memory functioning. Studies have shown that diets
containing high levels of saturated fats are associated with increased risk of Alzheimer’s disease
(Smith et al., 2011). It is well documented that lifestyle factors such as physical inactivity and
HFD consumption occur concomitantly with weight gain and obesity, which lead to brain aging
and link to cognitive decline (Strine et al., 2008), strongly suggesting that a regimen consisting of
healthy diet is crucial for adequate memory functioning (Rohr et al., 2020). Therefore, there is a
critical need to investigate the negative consequences of HFD consumption on memory.
1.3 Human Microbiome
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A new era in science has dawned with the realization of the critical role of the gut bacteria
in maintaining immune and mental health. Within the human gastrointestinal tract lies a complex
bacterial ecosystem of 300 to 500 bacterial species, and the number of bacteria within the gut is
approximately 10 times that of all of the cells in the human body (Guarner & Malagelada, 2003);
Zhang et al., 2015). More recently, their ubiquity and association with human health has been
increasingly appreciated over the past decades. Gut bacteria play a fundamental role in influencing
the nutritional value of foods by digesting nutrients, synthesizing vitamins, and protecting against
disease, usually in the presence of a suitable host diet (Mozaffarian et al., 2011). However, they
can be harmful when the ecosystem undergoes abnormal compositional changes as a result of poor
diet and lifestyle behaviors.
In humans, the composition of the gut microbiota is influenced by diet. A disruption of the
normal balance between gut bacteria and the host, called dysbiosis, is associated with obesity and
malnutrition (Lozupone et al., 2012). Moreover, changes to gut bacteria by HFD can cause
memory impairments in adults (David et al., 2014). Gunstad et al. (2007) demonstrated that obese
adults aged 22-82 with a BMI greater than 25 showed poorer cognitive performance than normal
weight adults (BMI 18.5-24.9 kg/m2) while Francis and Stevenson (2011) demonstrated that high
fat intake in healthy undergraduate students aged 18 and older presented impaired memory tasks.
Emerging literature also suggests that bacteria within the gut influences memory via the gut-brain
axis by mediating bidirectional communication between the gastrointestinal tract and the brain.
1.4 Closing
On account of two-way communication between gut bacteria and the brain, speculations
suggest a profound role of intact gut bacteria in shaping brain health and cognition (Mayer et al.,
2014). Probiotics are food supplements containing live bacteria thought to promote gut health.
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Recently, probiotic intervention in humans has shown a direct influence in brain functioning by
altering the gut bacteria composition in just four weeks (Cryan & Dinan, 2012; Wang et al., 2016).
Specifically, one of the brain functions altered by probiotics is memory. Interestingly, adult
participants who were given milk containing probiotics showed significantly better memory scores
after 20 days (Benton et al., 2007). At present, the question of probiotic influence on human gut
bacteria, and specifically on obesity, remains actively debated (Green et al., 2020). Therefore, the
central premise of this thesis is to explore the negative effects of HFD-induced dysbiosis on
memory impairment over time, while utilizing probiotic intervention as a therapeutic treatment
modality for reversing HFD-induced memory deficits.
2. Introduction – Rodent Models
It is difficult to study the effects of HFD and probiotic intervention in human participants
due to limitations in controlling confounding variables such as habitual diets and lifestyle
behaviors. With a rodent model, however, it is possible to complete a similar study, because of the
ability to control diet and physical activity and directly test effects on memory, with more
experimental control and less confounds (Bruce-Keller et al., 2015). Rodents are a comparable
model to humans because of their behavioral and biological similarities, allowing for potential
translation of any effects into the human condition. HFD feeding in rats is used to model obesity
through psychological and physiological means, with fewer confounds. Researchers have
previously determined that rats fed fat-enriched diets over time developed diseases and conditions
similar to those seen in humans: obesity, high blood sugar, high blood pressure, and glucose
intolerance (Gil-Cardoso et al., 2017; Iossa et al., 2003; Stranahan et al., 2008). Blood glucose is
a physiological measure of metabolic changes in rats as a result of their diet. Thus, the rationale
for measuring blood glucose levels determines HFD effects on general physiology in adult rats.
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2.1 HFD Effects on Memory
In rat experiments, there are different behavioral tasks commonly used to assess memory.
The most consistent impairments to memory are found in spatial memory tasks (Beilharz et al.,
2018; Collison et al., 2010). Many spatial tasks use food or stress to motivate behavior; however,
these rewards are confounded when combined with obesity studies. Given this, the current study
utilized exploration-based tasks (Novel Object Location and Novel Object Recognition) to directly
compare spatial and non-spatial memory, and the Radial Arm Maze (RAM) to compare food-based
spatial memory. The Novel Object Location task (NOL) and Novel Object Recognition task
(NOR) both require acclimation to an open-field-testing area to assess exploratory behavior
thereafter. The separate protocol for both NOL and NOR consists of allowing rats to investigate
two objects in relation to spatial environmental cues where the object is either relocated from its
initial position (NOL) or replaced with a new object (NOR). In general, rats prefer novelty, thus
rats with intact memory display a spontaneous tendency to explore the moved object in the NOL
or the replaced object in the NOR (Le Merrer et al., 2013). In the RAM, rats forage through one
arm at a time to retrieve a small food reward, returning to the central platform before entering a
different arm to retrieve another small food reward. Multiple entries into a previously visited arm
indicates spatial working memory deficit (Savage & Ma, 2014).
2.1.1

The Hippocampus

The brain area that regulates spatial memory and has shown to be directly impaired by
HFD, the hippocampus, implicates a potential mechanism for the spatial memory deficits
associated with HFD (Beilharz et al., 2018). In rodent experiments, changes to the size of the
hippocampus have implications on brain and behavior: increased hippocampal volume is typically
associated with better spatial memory. One of the key factors that plays a role in linking
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hippocampal volume and obesity is the brain signaling protein known as brain-derived
neurotrophic factor (BDNF) (Angelucci et al., 2005). BDNF is a member of the neurotrophin
family responsible for neuronal survival and differentiation and is expressed in the hippocampus
and hypothalamus, the brain area responsible for regulating bodily processes (Brunoni et al., 2008).
In addition, BDNF plays a role in insulin sensitivity and nutrient intake. HFD-induced rodent
models have found that physiological changes, namely insulin resistance, lead to
neuroinflammation and defective neurotransmission and synaptic plasticity (Calvo-Ochoa et al.,
2014; Lizarbe et al., 2018, Ribeiro et al., 2018). Rodent studies show that high calorie diets reduce
BDNF levels and have negative effects on learning and memory (Molteni et al., 2004; Kanoski &
Davidson, 2011) and cause neuronal inflammation in the hippocampal areas (Pistell et al., 2010)
thereby decreasing hippocampal volume as a result of neuronal atrophy. In addition to evaluating
memory at the behavioral level in rats, this present study assessed hippocampal volume through
Nissl stains of brain tissue samples for further research.
2.2 HFD and Probiotic Therapy
In different studies, probiotics show some rescue effects of memory impairments, but
switching back to control diets also demonstrates reversion (Beilharz et al., 2018; D’Mello, et al.,
2015; Rahmati et al., 2019). Therefore, it is difficult to know whether probiotics, or avoiding HFD
consumption altogether, is important for maintaining good memory as aging progresses. To test
this, the present thesis observed changes to memory using NOL, NOR, and RAM memory tasks,
as well as the metabolic marker of blood glucose following HFD consumption and instantaneously
during probiotic recovery. These memory tasks, because they are all one-trial tests, allowed for
repeated testing, thus showing changes in rat memory abilities over time. Therefore, this study
utilized an interdisciplinary approach to incorporate fields of microbiology, nutrition, behavioral
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neuroscience, and social factors to bridge the gap between HFD-induced spatial memory
impairment and dysbiosis, with the possibility of administering probiotics to rescue memory
impaired by HFD in adult rats, and further assessed hippocampal volume.
2.3 Research Question
Prolonged HFD consumption during adulthood in rats reliably leads to physiological
markers of obesity, damage to the hippocampus in the brain, thus impairments in spatial memory.
Can these physiological and psychological changes be more readily rescued by probiotic therapy,
as opposed to simply cessation of the HFD alone? In addition to this rodent-based experiment,
literature reviews are provided to discuss the nutritional role in the gut-brain axis on the microlevel and sociocultural disparities on diet and nutrition on the macro-level to offer a more wellrounded exploration into the effects of HFD in adulthood.
3. Research Methods
3.1 Animals
Sixteen Long-Evans rats (4.5 months old at start of experiment; Envigo) were used in this
experiment. They were housed in pairs in standard cages for the entirety of the study. Independent
of specific diet choice, rats were meal-fed (16g/day) and provided free access to water (ad libitum)
throughout the experiment to reduce food consumption differences as a potential confound. Weight
of all rats was recorded weekly from the start of the experiment until the end of the experiment.
Experimentation followed the National Research Council Guidelines for the care and use of
laboratory animals and followed procedures dictated by the Belmont Laboratory Oversight
Committee.
3.2 Experimental Design
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At the start of experimentation, baseline memory and blood-glucose levels were measured
(Figure 1). All rats were fed HFD for six weeks, after which memory and blood-glucose levels
were measured again. After HFD, all rats were transitioned to control diet, but half were given
daily probiotics during the recovery phase. Thus, two different research groups were utilized in
this experiment: the control (n=8) and probiotic (n=7) groups to measure potential changes in
recovery. One rat from the probiotic group was omitted from memory testing due to high anxietylike behavior (see below in Novel Object Memory Testing). During the recovery phase, memory
was assessed weekly to detect memory recovery in real time. Blood-glucose levels were also
collected weekly to assess ongoing physiological changes. All rats were euthanized after one of
the two groups of rats showed memory recovery to post-HFD levels, and their brains extracted and
stored for neurological analyses of brain tissue to detect differences in hippocampus structure at
the time of memory differences.
Figure 1. Experimental Outline

Figure 1. Sixteen rats were tested on three different memory tasks and had blood glucose levels measured at three different time points: baseline, postHFD, and weekly during the recovery phase. The memory tasks were as follows: Novel Object Recognition, Novel Object Location, and Radial Arm
Maze. Following six weeks of HFD (60%E fat) consumption, rats were randomly assigned into the control (n=8) or probiotic (n=7) group and given
respective treatment daily throughout the recovery phase along with standard diet (13%E fat). By week 4 recovery, all rats were euthanized, and their
brains extracted for hippocampal volume analyses using Cresyl Violet Nissl staining.

3.3 Diet Manipulations
Initially, all rats were fed HFD (16g/day), where 60% of the calories come from fat
(D12492, Research Diets). The control diet (16g/day) consists of a standard laboratory diet where
only 13% of the calories come from fat (Laboratory Rodent Diet 5001, LabDiet).
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Probiotics were provided in the form of Chobani Greek non-fat yogurt, which contains live
bacteria cultures (Greek Non-Fat Plain Yogurt, Chobani). Using microbiology techniques, two
yogurt samples were created: filtered diluted yogurt (without bacteria) and unfiltered diluted
yogurt (with live bacteria) (Lasker et al., 2019). Using a 1:20 dilution allowed for a conversion of
the dense probiotic yogurt into a more accurate bacterial concentration. Filtering the yogurt
removed all bacteria while keeping the nutritional components (carbs and proteins) intact (Lasker
et al., 2019). Additionally, both the filtered and unfiltered yogurt solutions were sweetened with
4% sucrose to ensure all rats reliably drink the full solution.
Yogurt feeding occurred through trained syringe-feeding (Tillman & Wegener, 2018).
Direct consumption from trained syringe-feeding allowed for individual dosing of multiple rats
per cage in a safe and stressless manner. Syringe-feeding occurred within a 3-day training phase
(Tillman & Wegener, 2018). To train the rats to eat from the syringe, a low concentrated sugarwater solution was created and filled into the 1ml syringe, followed by lightly coating the tip of
the syringe in standard peanut butter. The syringe was then placed in the front of the home cage,
allowing a slow release of the solution from the syringe into its mouth without entering the mouth
cavity beyond the tip. This process occurred in increments to allow for swallowing in between
attempts. Alternating between the group-housed rats accelerated the process which lasted about 2
minutes per rat (Tillman & Wegener, 2018). This procedure was repeated until the rat became
accustomed to the taste. By the third day, the rats created the association of syringe-feeding within
the home cage, and rats voluntarily approached the syringe ready to consume the solution without
the coating of the peanut butter.
3.4 Novel Object Memory Testing
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In

obesity

studies

of

rats,

Figure 2a. Novel Object Location

impairments to memory associated with
HFD are often most found in memory tests
requiring spatial knowledge (Beilharz et al.,
2018; Collison et al., 2010; Glushchak et al.,
2020). NOL and NOR allowed for direct

Figure 2b. Novel Object Recognition

comparison of spatial and non-spatial
memory using highly similar testing
paradigms. Before testing, all rats were
habituated over the course of 3 days to an
open field (40in x 40in) that was used

Figure 2. Novel Object Memory tasks. a In the Novel Object Location task,
the object is placed in a different location during the test period. b In the Novel
Object Recognition task, the object is replaced with a new object during the
test period. In both tasks, the novel object is the object that is moved/replaced.

during testing, to minimize anxiety-like responses to the arena itself. Anxious behaviors during
the acquisition trial, such as sitting in the corners of the arena for the entirety of the allotted time
and excessive face grooming, were exclusion criteria for this test. During the NOL task (Figure
2a), rats explored two identical objects during an acquisition period (4 minutes), wherein they need
to explore the objects cumulatively for at least 30 seconds (nose pointed < 1 inch from the object)
to indicate whether there is a preference for the novel object. The test period (3 minutes) occurred
3 hours later; the rats were placed in the same arena, where one of the objects was relocated within
the arena. The NOR task (Figure 2b) followed the same procedure as the NOL task, except that
instead of relocation of the object in the test period, one of the objects was replaced with an entirely
new object. During the test period of both memory tests, exploration of both objects was manually
recorded,

then

analyzed

by

calculating

("#$% '(%)" %*(+,-#). )%/ ,01%2")4("#$% '(%)" %*(+,-#). ,+5 ,01%2")
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discrimination

ratio

. Because rats naturally explore new
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objects (novel or moved objects), positive discrimination ratios closer to 1 indicate memory of the
state of objects from the acquisition period and novel object preference, while near zero ratios
indicate no preference of object and likely memory deficits, and negative discrimination ratios
closer to -1 indicate preference towards the old object.
3.5 Radial Arm Maze
In addition to novel object memory testing, food-based

Figure 2c. Radial Arm Maze

spatial memory was assessed using the Radial Arm Maze
(RAM). The RAM (Figure 2c) consists of eight arms,
numbered from 1 to 8 (48 x 12cm), extending radially from the
center (32cm in diameter) with food sites at the end that are not
visible from the central platform (Kim et al., 2018). Working
memory can be assessed by baiting all eight arms with food
and measuring the time (maximum 10 minutes) it takes the

Figure 2. Radial Arm Maze. c In the Radial Arm
Maze, rat spatial working memory is assessed by
measuring time to maze completion by collecting
all eight rewards at the end of each arm.

rat to find all eight rewards without going past the halfway mark on an already-travelled arm. If a
rat fails to find all eight rewards within the maximum time, they were removed from the maze and
given the maximum time score. Repeat arm visits and greater time to completion (seconds) are
considered errors in working memory. During a training phase of the RAM, each rat was placed
in the center of the maze and all arms had food rewards spaced throughout the arms to encourage
rats to travel all the way down the arms to find the reward. Once learned, spatial working memory
is then assessed by baiting all eight arms only in the hidden containers at the end of arms and
measuring the time taken to find all rewards and errors made.
3.6 Blood Collection and Glucose Measurements
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Rat studies modeling HFD-induced obesity on gut health found high levels of glucose in
the blood (Gil-Cardoso et al., 2017; Morris & Rui, 2009; Stranahan et al., 2008). Increased glucose
levels in the blood indicate impaired metabolic homeostasis because of decreased responsiveness
to insulin, leading to a high level of glucose buildup in the blood. This is commonly known as
glucose intolerance. Therefore, blood-levels were sampled for glucose measurements to further
understand the harmful effects of HFD on health.
Blood flow from the tail vein of a rat is much slower, permits clean and rapid sampling
with minimal pain or invasiveness, and may be conducted repeatedly across experimental days
(Brown, 2006). This was accomplished by briefly restraining the rat in a restraint tube, creating a
small incision at the tip of the rat tail, and immediately sampling using a standard glucometer
(Togashi et al., 2016).
3.7 Brain Processing
When either group (probiotic or control) showed memory recovery, all rats were
euthanized by rapid decapitation, and their brains individually fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for
neurological analyses of brain tissue at the time of behavioral differences. After brains remained
in fixative for 24 hours, they were transferred into 20% sucrose for 48 hours for cryoprotection.
One hemisphere from each brain was frozen under dry ice and cut into 40 μm thick coronal slices
using a microtome throughout the extent of the hippocampus. Sections were stored in 1N
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution. Because the probiotic group recovered faster than the
control group, there may be brain structure differences that can be related to behavior.
3.8 Cresyl Violet Nissl Staining
To measure hippocampal volume, a cresyl violet stain was utilized to stain all brain cell
bodies in tissue slices to trace brain areas (Schoenfeld et al., 2017). Brain slices (8-10) were
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mounted onto Superfrost slides (ThermoFisher) to dry. The slices were dyed with 0.1% cresyl
violet solution to stain for 4 to 6 minutes. To rinse off the excess dye and dehydrate brain tissue,
each slide was quickly dipped in distilled water and placed in 70% EtOH containing acetic acid
for 3 minutes, then 95% EtOH for 5 minutes, then 100% EtOH for 5 minutes. Lastly, each slide
was transitioned to ClearAdvantage (ThermoFisher) to clear the stains for another 5 minutes before
being covered with a slip with Permount. Because the hippocampus is readily identified by unique
organization of the cells within it, the cresyl violet Nissl stain was used to trace the entire extent
of the hippocampus in brain slices to estimate for hippocampus volume.
3.9 Hippocampus Volume
Figure 3. Hippocampal Cresyl Violet Stain.

Using the brain tissue-mounted cresyl violet-stained
slides, a light microscope (4x magnification) was used to
capture sectioned images of the hippocampus from each brain
tissue slice to store on a flash drive. Using ImageJ,
hippocampal area (µm 2) was measured for each brain tissue
slice by closely tracing the hippocampus region from each

Figure 3. Cresyl Violet Nissl Stain of a rat
hippocampus. Hippocampal volume was measured
using ImageJ software to trace this brain region.

image (Figure 3). Because brain tissue slices were mounted from only one brain hemisphere, the
hippocampus volume of each brain was estimated by first summing together all hippocampal areas
from slices of each brain, then multiplying by the series of hippocampal sections (12) by the
thickness (40 µm) of each brain slice by 2 to account for both brain hemispheres and dividing that
number by 10003 to get the hippocampus volume (µm 3) for each brain, respectively.
3.10 Statistical Analyses
For all dependent measures of behavior and metabolic markers (behavioral test memory
scores, blood glucose, and weight), mixed-factorial ANOVAs were performed with probiotic diet
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as a between-subjects independent variable and time as a repeated-measures independent variable.
Holm-Sidak post-hoc tests were used to analyze all main effects of time and interaction effects.
For brain analysis, unpaired independent-sample t-test was conducted to compare probiotic and
control rats in hippocampal volume at the time of behavioral differences. GraphPad Prism was
used to conduct all statistical analyses.
4. Results
4.1 Memory Testing

Novel Object Recognition

To test the effects of
probiotic intervention compared
to

no

probiotic

intervention

following HFD consumption on
exploration-based

non-spatial

memory for the Novel Object
Recognition task, a 2-way ANOVA

Discrimination Ratio (DR)

Figure 4. Novel Object Recognition task
0.8

✱
Probiotic

0.6

Control

0.4
0.2
0.0
-0.2
-0.4
Baseline Post-HFD 2 weeks 3 weeks 4 weeks
recovery

Figure 4. Novel Object Recognition task (non-hippocampal dependent memory
assessment). All rats show a decrease in object recognition memory following 6
weeks of HFD feeding. All rats, independent of treatment, regain memory by
week 4 from standard diet.

(time x probiotic) was performed using discrimination ratios to quantify memory performance
(Figure 4). The results showed that there was no main effect of probiotic (F(1, 13) < 0.01, p>0.01)
or interaction (F(4, 52) > 0.01, p>0.01), but there was a main effect of time (F(3.06, 39.79 = 5.71,
p=0.002). Upon further review, Holm-Sidak multiple comparisons showed that compared to
baseline, rats had lower DRs at post-HFD (following six weeks on HFD), as is for 2-weeks and 3weeks recovery. By 4-weeks, rats are no different than baseline, suggesting full non-spatial
memory recovery.
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test

the

effects

probiotic intervention compared to
no probiotic intervention following
HFD consumption on explorationbased spatial memory for the Novel
Object Location Task, a 2-way
ANOVA (time x probiotic) was
performed

using

Novel Object Location

of

discrimination

Discrimination Ratio (DR)

To

0.8

Figure 5. Novel Object Location task
✱
Probiotic

0.6

Control

0.4
0.2
0.0
-0.2
-0.4
Baseline Post-HFD 2 weeks

3 weeks

4 weeks

recovery
Figure 5. Novel Object Location task (hippocampal-dependent memory
assessment). All rats show a decrease in object location memory following 6 weeks
of HFD feeding. Probiotic-treated rats are the only rats to have significant recovery
by week 4 from standard diet.

ratios to quantify memory performance (Figure 5). There was no main effect of probiotic (F(1,
13) > 0.01, p>0.01) or interaction (F(4, 52) > 0.01, p>0.01), but there was a main effect of time
(F(3.027, 39.35) = 9.34, p<0.0001). Upon further review, Holm-Sidak multiple-comparisons
showed that compared to baseline, rats had lower DRs at post-HFD (following six weeks on HFD),
suggesting memory impairment. However, at 4-weeks of recovery, only probiotic-fed rats have
significantly higher discrimination ratios (p=0.003), thereby significant spatial memory recovery
from HFD.
To test the effects of probiotic intervention compared to no probiotic intervention following
HFD consumption on food-based spatial memory for the Radial Arm Maze, a 2-way ANOVA
(time x probiotic) was performed comparing the recovery phase and the probiotic group using time
to completion (seconds) to quantify memory performance (Figure 6). There was no main effect of
probiotic (F(1,13) > 0.01, p>0.01), but there was significant interaction (F(4, 52) = 3.43, p=0.01)
and main effect of time (F(2.487, 32.33) = 3.69, p=0.03). Upon further review, Holm-Sidak
multiple-comparisons showed that although rats did not behave significantly different between
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baseline and post-HFD, probiotic-fed rats have

at 4-weeks of recovery (p=0.05),
suggesting recovery of food-based
spatial memory by using spatial cues

Probiotic
300

repeated

arm

visits.

However, control rats had similar

Control

200
100
0

to efficiently complete the maze with
minimal

✱

400
Time to Completion (sec)

significantly lower completion times

Figure
6. Radial
Arm Maze
Radial
Arm Maze

Baseline Post-HFD 2 weeks

3 weeks

4 weeks

recovery
Figure 6. Radial Arm Maze (hippocampal-dependent working memory
assessment). All rats show decreased working memory following 6 weeks of HFD.
Probiotic treated rats solved the maze much faster and are the only rats to have
significant recovery by week 4 compared to post-HFD time point.

completion times to post-HFD (p=0.52), suggesting impaired food-based spatial memory function.
4.2 Metabolic Marker of Blood Glucose

Glucose

intervention compared to no probiotic
intervention

following

HFD

consumption on blood-glucose levels, a
2-way ANOVA (time x probiotic) was

Blood Glucose Level (mg/dL)

To test the effects of probiotic

150

Figure 7. Blood Glucose Levels
✱
Probiotic
Control

100

50

0
Baseline Post-HFD 2 weeks 3 weeks 4 weeks

performed comparing the recovery
phase and the probiotic group using

recovery
Figure 7. Rat Blood Glucose Levels. All rats display high blood glucose
levels following 6 weeks of HFD feeding. By week 4 recovery, blood glucose
levels decreased independent of probiotic treatment.

blood sugar levels (mg/dL) from each rat (Figure 7). There was no main effect of probiotic (F(1,
13)>0.01, p>0.01) or interaction (F(4, 52)>0.01, p>0.01), but there was a main effect of time
(F(2.689, 34.96) = 23.77, p<0.0001). Upon further review, all rats show an increase in blood
glucose from baseline to post-HFD, followed by a decrease in blood glucose by 4-weeks of
recovery.
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4.3 Weight Distributions
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Figure 8. Rat Body Weight. All rats gained weight following 6 weeks of HFD
consumption. All rats lost weight at a similar rate by week 4 recovery from HFD.

0.01, p>0.01) or interaction (F(4, 52) > 0.01, p>0.01), but there was a main effect of time (F(1.717,
22.33) = 272.0, p<0.0001). Upon further review, all rats show weight gain from baseline to postHFD, followed by steady weight loss by 4-weeks of recovery.
4.4 Hippocampal Volume

HIP Volume
Figure 9. Hippocampal
Volume

To test the effects of probiotic intervention following

no probiotic intervention, an independent-samples t-test was
performed comparing the hippocampal volume of probiotic
treated rats with control treated rats (Figure 9). The results
showed that there was significant interaction (p=0.008)
between the hippocampal volume of the probiotic treated rats
and control treated rats. Thus, the hippocampus of probioticfed rats was larger than that of control rats.
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Figure 9. Rat-Grouped Hippocampal Volume.
Probiotic-treated rats display a larger
hippocampus than control rats, inferring
possible reversal from hippocampal atrophy.
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5. Discussion
To study whether probiotic intervention or cessation of HFD alone during adulthood can
rescue HFD effects on memory impairment, this study utilized three behavioral memory tasks
(Novel Object Recognition, Novel Object Location, and Radial Arm Maze), assessed weight
distributions and metabolic blood glucose levels, and measured brain-based hippocampal volume.
Overall, the results of this study show that following six weeks of HFD, rats have increased blood
glucose levels, experienced significant weight gain, and have impaired spatial and non-spatial
memory. Following cessation of HFD and return to a standard chow diet during the recovery phase,
rats show normalized blood glucose levels, steady weight loss, and recovery of non-spatial
memory functions on the novel object recognition task. However, only probiotic-fed rats show
recovery of spatial memory functions on the novel object location task and radial arm maze. As
spatial memory is dictated by the hippocampus, it is noteworthy that the hippocampus was larger
in probiotic-fed rats, suggesting recovery of hippocampal volume from potential HFD atrophy.
Together, these data may suggest that brain and behavior differences are attributed to prolonged
HFD consumption that can be rescued by probiotic intervention and suggest implications of the
gut microbiota in brain and physical health.
5.1 Chronic HFD impairs spatial and non-spatial memory
Across all adult rats, six weeks of HFD consumption resulted in impaired spatial and nonspatial memory on all three memory tasks at the post-HFD mark when compared to baseline
memory. Because rodents naturally prefer to seek novelty in safe environments, an absence of
object preference, seen from the discrimination ratios, is assumed to result from impairment in
memory of objects from their original state, either by location or recognition (Bevins & Besheer,
2006). Memory impairments by HFD in other common rodent tests of spatial and nonspatial
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memory strengthen the interpretation that lack of object preference seen at the post-HFD mark in
all rats used in this study is a failure of novel object location and novel object recognition spatial
and non-spatial memory and radial arm maze spatial memory. In adult rodents, HFD exposure
produces deficits in hippocampal-dependent spatial memory tasks such as the Morris water maze
(Stranahan et al., 2008) and the Barnes maze (Yang et al., 2020) and non-spatial memory tasks
that resulted in impaired cued fear responses of the fear-conditioning test (Yamada et al., 2012).
With spatial and non-spatial memory processes impaired by HFD, it follows that failure to explore
novel objects or objects in novel locations reflect a failure to recognize object recency. This may
be further explained by the negative effects attributed to HFD that alter hippocampal structure
(Molteni et al., 2002; 2004).
5.2 Hippocampus is susceptible to diet-based effects
It has been assumed that the effects of HFD on neuronal function result primarily from
cardiovascular dysfunction such as atherosclerosis (Kalmijn et al., 2000), neglecting a direct effect
of diet on the brain. This study further provides supporting evidence that HFD negatively affects
hippocampal memory function, which can be further explained by evidence suggesting that such
memory deficits may be related to the effects of HFD on reduced brain-derived neurotrophic factor
(BDNF) in the hippocampus. BDNF, a mediator of neuronal survival and synaptic efficacy, is
emerging as a major player in neuronal events underlying memory (Braschi et al., 2021). In
addition to spatial memory functions, the hippocampus is an important brain region for adult
synaptic plasticity and neurogenesis. Multiple studies have found that HFD intake is associated
with decreased expression of BDNF in both the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex (Kanoski et
al., 2007; Molteni et al., 2002; Spinelli et al., 2020), suggesting that the negative effects of HFD
consumption on memory may also be mediated in part by alteration of BDNF-related synaptic
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plasticity. This is further supported by at least three studies that have found HFD-related loss of
dendritic spines (Arnold et al., 2014; Granholm et al., 2008; Stranahan et al., 2008). Because
chronic intake of HFD impairs discrimination memory performance across all rats, it would be of
interest to know if this impairment is related to levels of hippocampal BDNF.
5.3 Probiotics hasten recovery of hippocampal memory and improve hippocampal atrophy
Following HFD cessation, the probiotic-treated rats showed recovery of hippocampaldependent spatial memory and higher hippocampal volumes, thus larger hippocampus size,
compared to the standard diet-fed control group. Previous volumetric studies using Nissl stains
and MRI imaging have found that standard Long-Evans adult rats display hippocampal volumes
of about 90 µm 3 (Lee et al., 2009; Schoenfeld et al., 2017) while this present study found that
probiotic-treated adult rats have larger hippocampal volumes (averaged: 94 µm 3) compared to
control adult rats (averaged: 75 µm 3). The mechanism behind this can be explained by probiotic
recovery of potential hippocampal atrophy from HFD mediated by the gut microbiome (Tillisch,
2014). Potential changes to the gut microbiota from HFD and decreased nutrient intake may have
resulted in impairments to the hippocampus structure and reduced BDNF, feeding into impaired
hippocampal memory functioning. Because probiotics were provided in the form of non-fat
Chobani yogurt containing strains of Lactobacillus and Bifidobacteria, it is possible that the
beneficial nature of these microbes contributed to recovery (Chobani, Greek non-fat yogurt). A
study found that administration of the probiotic Lactobacillus paracasei paired with a healthy diet
recovered memory impairment by enhancing protein expression of BDNF in the hippocampus
(Corpuz et al., 2018) while 6-week consumption of the probiotic Clostridium butyricum (Liu et
al., 2015) and 8-week consumption of lactobacillus strains significantly increased hippocampus
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BDNF levels of rodents with memory deficits and restored memory performance (Jeong et al.,
2015).
While the biological mechanisms underpinning the gut microbiota and brain-behavior
mediated effects are likely multitudinous, associations have been found between habitual diet
quality and systemic inflammation by increased gut permeability. These associations contribute to
obesity and altered hippocampal structure (Agusti et al., 2018), and in turn, impaired memory
performance. Increased gut permeability during HFD consumption has been associated with
altered gut microbiota and subsequent translocation of bacteria, resulting in inflammatory
reactions in the liver and brain, triggering insulin resistance (Serino et al., 2018). Because the brain
and gut microbiota communicate bidirectionally and are influenced by environmental risk factors,
such as HFD, this study suggests potential for probiotic intervention to rescue HFD-induced
impairments to hippocampal damage and behavioral memory performance.
5.4 Limitations and Conclusions
This present study supports previous research that chronic consumption of HFD impairs
spatial and non-spatial memory performance, subsequently increases body weight, and increases
blood glucose levels. The literature points to associations between obesity and memory functioning
during adulthood of shared contributing factors and pathophysiological mechanisms and provide
some insight for the potential of the gut-brain axis in mental and physical health to infer similar
effects in the present study. These associations could be related to dietary-induced alterations in
the gut microbiota that, in turn, contribute to neuroinflammation and dysregulation of the gut-brain
axis associated with obesity comorbid with memory impairment to explain brain and behavior
differences. This study has therefore provided some insight to which the effectiveness of probiotics
in rodent models may have altered the gut microbiota, in both attenuating obesity and spatial
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memory performance and improving hippocampal atrophy. However, because bacteria within the
prepared yogurt samples were not accurately measured nor microbiota fecal samples were
collected, the specific changes or effects of food treatment (probiotic or standard diet) on gut health
are unknown. The feasible nature of Cresyl Violet Nissl-stained hippocampal sections allowed for
a hippocampal volumetric evaluation at the time of recovery; however, this method presents a
possible limitation due to greater opportunity for human error during the tracing steps. Due to the
longitudinal nature of this present study and unavailable in vivo MRI imaging to capture brain
structures, namely the hippocampus, hippocampal volumes were only evaluated at the week 4
recovery time point. A major advantage of using the MRI is the ability to detect within-subject
changes over time with spatial resolution, thus future studies should include this to assess
differences in hippocampal volumes at different time points. Because all rats consumed HFD for
6 weeks, and then were switched to the standard control diet, any differences were likely due to
probiotic intervention. Nonetheless, this study pushes for the inclusion of nutrition for obesity
prevention, upkeep of the immune system, and healthy mental functioning as aging progresses.
6. Literature Review: The Role of Nutrition in the Microbiota Gut-Brain Axis
Driven by rapid urbanization, changes in production patterns of food have occurred in a
relatively short period of time. These changes are related to the obesity epidemic; the industrialized
food system produces and markets convenient, highly processed foods from cheap agricultural
inputs, largely consisting of high amounts of salt, sugar, and fat which are engineered to have
supernormal appetitive properties, thereby drive increased consumption, and influence normative
eating behaviors, such that more people spend more time snacking and less time preparing meals
at home (Roberts, 2009). In line with this, diet and nutrition have repeatedly shown to be one of
the most crucial factors contributing to modifications to the gut microbiota (Lankelma et al., 2015).
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More than 50% of the variation of gut microbiota has been related to dietary changes (Zhang et
al., 2010) and major changes in diet during adulthood can modify the microbiota in a matter of
days (David et al., 2014). Furthermore, altering the gut microbiota composition and metabolism
through dietary means causes a state of dysbiosis, characterized by overgrowth of pathogenic
organisms (Kamada et al., 2013) and has been associated with higher incidences of chronic
diseases and altered brain functioning (DuPont & DuPont, 2011; Sekirov et al., 2010). Presently,
a wealth of research is showing potential for the treatment of dysbiosis through probiotic
interventions to improve cognitive and behavioral outcomes and thus, human health. The purpose
of this section is to review the literature of dietary impact on gut microbiota, the gut-brain axis,
and the potential of gut microbiota-targeted psychobiotic interventions in psychiatric illness.
6.1 Dietary Human Studies
As inhabitants of Western-urbanized countries, we see ourselves confronted with the
following paradox: despite the nearly unlimited availability of food, we often favor nutrient-poor,
energy dense, processed foods. As a result, many of us are overfed and under-nourished. Even
though the calorie counts are rising, we do not meet the nutritional recommendations
(Schiefermeier-Mach et al., 2020). Narrowing dietary variety and intake of essential nutrients
reduces microbial growth and contributes to dysbiosis due to the lack of nutrients and thus, energy
sources present for normal microbial growth and immune function (Eckburg et al., 2005).
Many human studies have assessed dietary impact on the gut microbiota. It is important to
note that sequencing of the human gut microbiota is often carried out on fecal samples, which may
not accurately reflect the microbiota composition throughout the intestines and colon; however,
much of this human data is useful to assess the role of different dietary patterns on microbiota
composition and function. Advances in genomic technologies made it possible to unravel 75% of
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the adult gut microbiota bacterial composition, which is composed of predominantly Firmicutes
and Bacteroidetes phyla (Collado, 2012). During healthy adulthood and in the presence of
nutritional diet, the gut microbiota remains stable (Claesson et al., 2012).
To specifically investigate the effects of different kinds of dietary fat on human gut
microbiota, Fava et al. (2013) had subjects consume diets of varying fat content. Compared to
baseline, consumption of high fat diet (38%E fat) had overall reduced bacterial numbers, while
consumption of low-fat/high-carbohydrate diet had a significant increase in Bifidobacterium and
Atopobium numbers, both from the Actinobacteria phylum which are important degraders of
carbohydrates. In line with these findings, short term consumption (8 weeks) of high-fat diet
resulted in reduced Bifidobacteria numbers, which are important for the health of the colon and
prevention of disease (Brinkworth et al,.2009; Gibson et al., 2004).
Numerous studies support the idea that diets rich in plant fibers promote diversification of
the microbiota by promoting hydrolytic bacteria (Carvalho-Wells et al., 2010; De Filippo et al.,
2010; Martinez et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2011). African children, who consume a low-fat/high-fiber
diet, presented less pathogenic bacteria and a greater degree of microbial diversity than European
children consuming a high-fat Western diet (De Filippo et al., 2010). One study showed that three
diets with different fiber-rich whole grains (barley, brown rice, or both) increased microbial
diversity and the Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes ratio (Martinez et al., 2013). Interestingly, the
administration of whole grain barley alone induced an increase in Bifidobacteria, a positive
indicator of prebiotic activity (Carvalho-Wells et al., 2010).
6.2 Gut-Brain Communication
As previously reviewed, diet significantly modifies gut microbiota composition and
function; however, this modification in turn affects what the host can extract from its diet (Tan &
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O’Toole, 2015) and consequently influences brain function and host behavior (Wall et al., 2014).
The bidirectional communication system between the gastrointestinal tract and the brain is
important for maintaining homeostasis between neural, hormonal, and immunological signaling
(Cryan & Dinan, 2012). Through this, the gut can influence the brain through visceral messages,
and conversely, the brain can influence gastrointestinal functions, like motility and secretion, and
immune functions, such as modulating cytokine production by cells of the immune system (Tracey,
2009).
Moreover, the role of the gut microbiota in immune activation has strong associations with
neurological functioning. The gut microbiota regulates the integrity of the intestinal epithelial
barrier, hence controlling the translocation of bacteria into the bloodstream and thus circulatory
levels of pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines that directly affect brain function
(Bischoff et al., 2014). Increased intestinal permeability can lead to increased lipopolysaccharides
(LPS) in the bloodstream, which increases inflammatory status (Moriera et al, 2012). Diet and
obesity significantly alter gut microbiota composition, thus have been shown to affect
inflammatory status. Cani et al. (2009) showed that prebiotic supplementation dampened
inflammatory status and improved gut barrier function. Supporting studies have demonstrated the
potential for high-fat and obesogenic diets to promote inflammation and microbiota targeted
interventions (prebiotics and probiotics) to reverse inflammatory status (Everard et al., 2014;
Wang et al., 2021). Chronic inflammation has been linked to several neurological disorders,
including depression and dementia (Wee, 2010), hence microbiota-associated chronic
inflammation may influence the risk of such disorders.
6.3 Microbiota Targeted Psychobiotc Interventions
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Because gastrointestinal pathways influence neurological function, there is potential for
dietary interventions that increase bacterial metabolism and promote the growth of beneficial
bacteria to positively modulate the gut-brain axis and improve symptoms of psychiatric illnesses.
Research has focused on the health benefits of probiotic administration on psychiatric illnesses
(Dinan et al., 2013) as well as the role of nutrition in the treatment of psychiatric disorders (Sarris
et al., 2015).
Studies have reported that certain probiotic strains, primarily Lactobacillus and
Bifidobacteria, enhance brain function and behaviors in both rodents and humans (O’Hagan et al.,
2017; Okubo et al., 2019). Supplementation of Lactobacillus and Bifidobacteria in rodents resulted
in robust improvements in long-term object recognition memory and diet-related changes in brain
metabolites to have beneficial effects on memory (O’Hagan et al., 2017). Intervention of
multispecies probiotic containing Lactobacillus and Bifidobacterium in healthy human subjects
resulted in significantly reduced cognitive reactivity to sad mood and reduction of negative
thoughts, providing a preventative strategy for depression (Steenbergen et al., 2015). Additionally,
Okubo et al. (2019) showed that consumption of the probiotic Bifidobacterium breve A-1 (4
weeks) in patients with schizophrenia improved anxiety and depressive symptoms by way of
cytokine expression indicative of enhanced gut epithelial barrier function. Thus, there is potential
for “psychobiotics,” live organisms that, when ingested, confer a benefit to psychiatric health, to
modulate the gut microbiota and act as therapies for psychiatric disorders (Dinan et al., 2013;
Sarkar et al., 2016; Tillisch, 2014).
7. Literature Review: Sociocultural Disparities of Nutritional Diet
The benefits of good nutrition go far beyond weight – maintaining a healthy diet is linked
to optimal growth, development, and health. Healthy eating has been shown to increase energy
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levels and brain function and result in reduced development of life-threatening chronic diseases
(Georgieff et al., 2018; Vozoris & Tarasuk, 2003; Schulze et al., 2018). In the opinion of the
current author, access to healthy foods is a basic human right, not a privilege to be enjoyed by few;
it is critical to improving population health (Thornton et al., 2016) and reduce social inequalities
(Agyeman & McEntee, 2014). However, the capitalist mindset that shapes the food environment
has led to the commoditization of nutritious foods available to consumers with purchasing power
rather than humans seeking subsistence (Smith, 2010). Food is different from other commodities
in that it is explicitly and intrinsically linked to human existence. While possessing another
commodity allows for social benefits, nutritious food ensures survival. Millions of people in the
United States of America are malnourished, and this effect is magnified in low income and
marginalized communities (Algert et al., 2006; Baker et al., 2006; Morland & Filomena, 2007;
Zenk et al., 2006). The purpose of this section is to review the sociocultural disparities that shape
the distal causal factors of inaccessibility to nutritious foods to show that it is less of an issue of an
individual’s inability to access quality food than it is a problem of structural injustice. This focus
allows for a better understanding of the unequal access to nutritious food and the related public
health consequences to expand the agenda in light of the collective, common good.
7.1 Disparities in Accessibility to Nutritious Food
A neighborhood environment can promote and sustain beneficial lifestyle patterns or can
contribute to the development of unhealthy eating behaviors, leading to the development of chronic
diseases among residents (Sallis & Glanz, 2009). The higher prevalence of obesity, a predisposing
risk factor for chronic disease, among low-income and minority populations has been related to
limited access to healthy foods (Baker et al., 2006; Horowitz et al., 2004; Hosler et al., 2006) and
a higher density of fast-food outlets and convenience stores where they live (Drewnowski, 2009).
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These environmental barriers to healthy living represent a significant challenge to ethnic minorities
and underserved populations as well as violate the principle of fair treatment.
Disparities in access to healthy food in marginalized communities across the United States
have been well documented (Bower et al., 2014; Larson et al., 2009; Powell et al., 2007; Zenk et
al., 2005). Low income and minority communities compared to middle/high income and
predominantly White communities tend to have more fast-food outlets and convenience stores,
which sell predominantly highly processed, energy-dense foods with little to no fresh produce
(Grigsby-Toussaint et al., 2010). These same communities also tend to have fewer supermarkets,
which carry a greater variety of nutritious foods, often at a lower price (Cannuscio et al., 2013).
Studies in Los Angeles, New York City, and New Orleans found that unhealthy foods were more
heavily promoted in Black communities while nutritious foods are criminally inadequate. In South
Los Angeles, neighborhoods with a higher percentage (87%) of Black residents had fewer healthy
food choices and more fast-food restaurants than did West Los Angeles, an area with a lower
percentage (7.8%) of Black residents (Lewis et al., 2005). In New York City, a study examining
unhealthy food environments found that Black neighborhoods had more bodegas classified as less
healthy because of their large stock of foods of low nutritional value than did majority White
locales (Gordon et al., 2011). In New Orleans, similar findings were reported where predominantly
Black neighborhoods had 2.4 fast-food restaurants per square mile, whereas predominantly White
neighborhoods had 1.5 (Block et al., 2004). In these studies, the proportion of Black residents was
a more powerful predictor of fast-food restaurant density than household income, suggesting racial
correlates of fast-food density.
The impacts of societal constructions can most obviously be seen through the recent SARSCoV-2 pandemic. Presently, Black individuals face increased risk of contracting Covid-19 due to
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subpar neighborhood conditions, rooted in the historical legacy of redlining. As a result of
redlining, Black people are more likely to live in densely populated areas and multi-generational
homes, further heightening their potential contact with other people. Thus, it is no surprise that
Black people are disproportionately affected by Covid-19. Approximately 97.9 out of every
100,000 Black people have died from Covid-19, a mortality rate that is more than double that for
White people (46.6 per 100,000) (Reyes, 2020). The overrepresentation of Black people among
confirmed Covid-19 cases and number of deaths underscores the fact that this pandemic is
amplifying or even worsening existing sociocultural inequalities tied to race. Health problems
manifest in Black communities not because of the individual’s inability to care for themselves, but
because of disparities that have a disproportionate impact on people of color.
7.2 Initiatives for Accessibility to Nutritious Foods
Poor diet and health are causally connected (Tobore, 2020) due to constraints imposed by
structural inequality rather than individual failure – that is, a social justice rather than a victimblaming explanation. The promotion of equity in access to quality food demands a shift from a
food system which is exclusively market-based to one which is justice-based, taking into
consideration neighborhood segregation, poverty, and sociocultural discrimination as modifiers of
accessibility.
Access to healthy food is influenced by many factors, some of which include affordability,
advertising, and previously reviewed availability and geographical placement (Lee et al, 2021).
Affordability refers not only to the price of healthy versus unhealthy foods, but also the price of
services that influence the price of healthy foods (such as transportation). Several studies have
demonstrated that manipulation of the cost can lead to increased healthy food consumption (French
et al., 2001; Horgen & Brownell, 2002; Jeffery et al., 1994). For example, experiments that directly
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reduced the prices of low-fat snacks in vending machines by 10%, 25%, and 50% resulted in
increased sales of these snacks by 9%, 39%, and 93%, respectively (French et al., 2001).
Additionally, producing or advertising food that is known to be destructive to human health is
ethically problematic, and targeting poor or vulnerable populations as consumers of healthdamaging food is vicious. There is a need for advocacy from government officials, local
communities, and health professionals to increase healthy food consumption. Perhaps, developing
and implementing policies focused on favoring the social inclusion of low-income populations,
challenge neighborhood segregation, and address sociocultural disparities in access to healthy
foods.
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